CENTRAL BIDDING DEPARTMENT

ADDENDUM No. 1
Server Closet UPS – RFP #2-20-27
RED CLAY CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL DISTRICT

Date of Addendum: January 28, 2020
OPENING DATE: February 19, 2020 at 2:00 PM

To all prospective bidders under the specifications and contract documents described above, this Addendum to RFP is being issued to answer the following submitted questions:

1. Will all equipment be delivered to one location?
   Yes

2. What is the delivery location(s)?
   To Be Determined

3. Does the School District have standard dock facilities and equipment to off load heavy pallets from a large truck or will inside delivery be required?
   Inside delivery is required

4. If inside delivery is required, please provide detailed information regarding any obstacles that will need to be negotiated, such as stairs or narrow doorways less than 36” wide. If applicable, please provide the approximate distance from were the requested equipment will be off loaded and the final delivery location. Please elaborate about any possible difficulties in moving the equipment inside the building.
   There will not be any obstacles for inside delivery

5. The pricing sheet is missing from the Proposal documents. Will the School District provide a pricing sheet for the vendor to fill in?
   No

6. Will the School District place a single order for all requested equipment, or do you anticipate multiple orders and deliveries?
   One single order is anticipated

7. If multiple orders are required, can you provide an approximate delivery schedule?
   N/A

8. Can our proposal be submitted via email?
   No
9. Since there is no installation required do we need a performance bond? Also do we need a bid bond and if so does it need to be 6% or 10%? 
   All bonds are waived

10. I am completing my bid for RFP #2-20-27 server closet UPS and would like to know if installation is also required. 
    No installation is required